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Herr Jan

Childrens Event
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Good, handmade music usually gets even better on stage - this also applies to Herr
Jan's songs and so he never misses an opportunity to play his songs live at festivals,
open airs or clubs together with his trio or quintet super band.

A Herr Jan concert is a colorful adventure for the whole family. Jan may work a
lot in the studio as a producer, but the energy and connection that a live concert
can create is simply a completely different dimension. Mr. Jan and his fellow
musicians Angelino, Janis, Judith and Masl pass the instruments into each other's
hands - piano, guitar, keys, drums, trumpet - in between Mr. Jan, who sings, raps,
celebrates, talks about life, but also strikes a quieter note from time to time - it's
all about the concert as a live experience.

"With my Superband, we take the audience on an adventure and create an
atmosphere that feels good and is really fun. My concerts are real and guaranteed
without playback, because everyone has a right to good live music.”

His songs are played up and down on children's radio and he can be seen on the
KiKa TV channel time and again. In 2022, he received the German Children's Song
Award for his song "Meine 5 Minuten”. With this tailwind and a new album in his
luggage, he is also going on a major concert tour in 2024.

Events:
Freitag, 12.07.2024, 16:00 - 17:00 Uhr

Venue:
Main Stage
Untermainkai
60329 Frankfurt am Main

Organizer:
Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main
Kaiserstraße 56
60329 Frankfurt am Main - Bahnhofsviertel

 069 24 74 55 400
 www.frankfurt-tourismus.de/
 info@infofrankfurt.de
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